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“Our Journey of Today”
! “The last time we were connected by wire was at birth!” [Motorola] 
! Smart Grid 

➡ Regulations, Challenges 

! Internet of Things (IoT) 
➡ IoT, Security & Privacy 

! Postulation and Discussion 
➡ Demand Security 
➡ Privacy Labelling
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Smart Electrical Grid
! Regulations 

➡ Soft fuse 
➡ Remote Switch off 

! Intelligent Smart Grid 
➡ Attack surface 
➡ Remote control of Operations 
➡ Autonomous operations 
➡ Efficiency, online monitoring 

! Trust, Security and Privacy
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[source: Davide Roverso, eSmartSystems]
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The Internet of Things (IoT)
! IoT = 

➡ Things + 
➡ Internet + 
➡ Semantics 

! Tingene som snakker 
➡ med en datamaskin, 
➡ som forstår hva det 

dreier seg om, 
➡ og tar selvstendige 

beslutninger
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Source: L. Atzori et al., The Internet of Things: 
A survey, Comput. Netw. (2010), doi:10.1016/ 

* security 
* privacy 
* dependability 
* context-aware  
* personalised 
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IoT threats 
! First massive attack from IoT devices 

➡ 16Oct2016 IoT botnet attack on Dyn  
➡ Camera (CCTV), video recorder, TV,… 
➡ 1.2 Gbps Denial-of-Service attack  

! How? 
! All using Linux BusyBox for authentication 

➡ admin - admin, root - root, admin - 1111… 
➡ simple “test” was enough to convert IoTs into botnet
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[Source: https://krebsonsecurity.com/2016/10/hacked-cameras-dvrs-powered-todays-massive-internet-outage/ ]

16Oct2016
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IoTSec.no 
“Research on IoT security” 

“Building the national Security Centre for 
Smart Grid” 

http://IoTSec.no
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Considerations for Services in the Smart Home
! A variety of services 
! Security and Privacy 

requirements 

! Novel trends, 
flexibility 

! My Home is 
everywhere
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Who is going to manage the home?
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Learn from Industrial Automation and Mobile Networks
! “What to secure?” 

! Network segregation 
➡ Network slicing 

! From Confidentiality, 
Integrity, Availability 
(CIA) 

! to  Availability, Integrity, 
Confidentiality (AIC)
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Paradigm change for 
The Internet of the Real World and IoT
! Trust related privacy 

-> Representing the user adequately 

! Connecting to sensors, devices and services 
-> Provide privacy and ensure trust 
relations 

! An ever increasing complexity in the digital 
environment 
-> Hiding the complexity from the use
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4. PR OPOSE D F R A M E W O R K 

This chapter elaborates the proposed cloud based Internet of Things framework. Figure 2 illustrates the 

proposed framework that contains the following four layers: Node layer, Network layer, Middleware 

layer and Application layer. A brief overview of each layer is as follows.  

Node layer Node layer contains hundreds of nodes such as devices, sensors and actuators distributed 

over the whole railway infrastructure. Some of them are very small in size having limited battery capacity 

and are used for collect and forward data only, e.g. the temperature sensors. Some of the devices can 

aggregate and filter data. The nodes deliver collected data to the middleware layer and some of them 

receive feedback or suggestions from the middleware layer and thereby can perform actions, e.g. actuate a 

mechanical device.  

Network layer In order to communicate, each node is equipped with one or multiple communication 

interfaces. Some of the nodes work alone, while some other work in a group. Nodes working in a group 

may form a network within themselves and such network can be permanent or ad-hoc one. The 

middleware layer may supervise the formation of the network by defining its characteristics for example 

its topology, interconnectivity etc.     

Middleware layer It contains computing machines containing powerful hardware and software 

components. The middleware layer communicated with application interfaces. Depending on the 
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The trust matrix
! trust as a positive user attitude 

➡ engaging voluntarily  
! security based trust issues 

➡ building trusted systems 
! technological factors 

➡ data storage, distribution 
➡ insight 

! human/societal factors 
➡ government 
➡ family, friends
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Do I trust Facebook?
! IoT & Mobile merge 

➡ health applications 
➡ puls meter 
➡ blood sugar meter 

! Facebook example: 
➡ record audio 
➡ read phone status and identity 

! For what?
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Postulations for a trusted IoT future: 

1. Establish secure mechanisms for IoT devices 

2. Privacy Labelling for Services and Devices
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Addressing the challenges of IoT connectivity
Device ownership 
! who owns the device 
! which data are going 

to whom 
➡ maintenance 
➡ usage  

Easyness Setup 
! 1. step ownership 
! take control  

Scalability 
! business model for  

SIM/device not 
scalable 

! free wireless for IoT 
data
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Towards Measurable Privacy - Privacy Labelling
! “Measure, what you can measure - Make measurable, what 

you can’t measure” - Galileo 
! Privacy today 

➡ based on lawyer terminology 
➡ 250.000 words on app terms 

and conditions 
! Privacy tomorrow 

➡ A++: sharing with no others 
➡ A: … 
➡ C: sharing with …. 

! The Privacy label for apps  
and devices
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Conclusions
! Things (IoT) are driving the digital societies 
! Novel services at home  
– Internet + Semantics + Things = IoT 
– Digitisation of the Society 

! IoT Security and privacy 
– privacy/security through network slicing 
– Privacy label (A++, A+…D) 

! Free access to basic information: InfoInternet 
– addressing the UN Sustainable Development 

Goals  
      (SDG 2030)
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Conclusions
! Internet of Things (IoT) is a game changer 

➡ Unfair advantage in the Nordics 
➡ Converting Trust into IoT 

! Collaborative approach for a (more) secure 
society 
➡ partnership for secure and privacy-aware 

applications 
! Innovation ecosystem with security and 

privacy  
➡ “let the sensors speak Norwegian”  
➡ Pilots for Procedures, Norms & Policies
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[Source: Monique Morrow, Cisco]
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